MS 513
Gold Boulder Mining Company
Papers, 1907-1924

DESCRIPTION

Mining reports, property reports, papers of agreement, stockholders, minutes for the Gold Boulder Mining Company. Also includes blueprints, maps and diagrams for the company. One report on the mines was done by A. W. Forbes in 1906 and another was done by Cyrus F. Tolman in 1907. The reports give the geological information as well as reports on the roads and general conditions in the area. The collection also includes a letter from Albert W. Knox to George F. Kitt concerning oil drilling in the Long Beach, California area. This letter is not related to the Gold Boulder papers but is present due to its connection with George F. Kitt.

1 Box, .25 linear ft.

HISTORICAL NOTE

The Gold Boulder Mining Company owned claims in the Oro Blanco Mining District in Santa Cruz County, Arizona. They called themselves a “Gold, Silver, Lead and Zinc Group.” George F. Kitt was the president of the company.

ACQUISITION

Unknown

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Roger Myers processed the collection in 1982; Riva Dean completed the finding aid in March 20001.

ARRANGEMENT

By format.